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SMEGATORIAL
Well, Red Dwarf VI has come and gone on our TV screens - an all too brief run I hear you cry, but

fear not! The Smeg is here again, packed full with interviews, comic strips, news and behind-

the-scenes information on the greatest science fiction comedy series this Universe has ever

produced. Plus, there's a veritable explosion of Red Dwarf mechandise around these days, even
if some of the books planned for this year have been put back until 1994. Like Series 6, I'm sure

they'll be worth the wait.

Apologies to anyone who tried to buy Grant Naylor's new book, The Last Human, last

month. By the time we found out that this had been delayed our last issue was already on
press, so it was too late to correct what we were saying in our news column. To give you an
idea how far ahead we work, the Cat's Tongue Tied single has just crept up to number 17 in the

pop charts as I write this. By the time you get this issue he might have thundered up to number
1 or he might have dropped out of the chart altogether. In other words, we do our best, but

you can't believe everything you read in the Smeg, as things change very quickly in the wacky
world of Red Dwarf.

I reckon that's why we love it so much!

Mike Butcher

DANNY JOHN -JUDGED!

Danny (the Cat) John-Jules ran into trouble recently when Fleetway's own
Judge Dredd quite literally 'felt his collar'. You can read the full story behind
Danny's encounter with 22nd Century Justice on page 21

!
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The Official Red Dwarf
Fan Club has a new
address, so make a

note of it now:

40 Pitford Road
Woodley
Reading
Berkshire

RG5 4QF
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NEWS FROM THE

with Jane Kilhck

NOVEL POSTPONED
As anyone who has been scouring

bookshops for the new Red Dwarf
novel has probably discovered by

now, the book has been postponed

until next year. The Last Human by

Rob Grant and Doug Naylor had

been due to come out at the end

of October, but a lack of writing

time forced it to be delayed.

Although it would have been

possible to rush out the novel to

get it in the shops as planned, Rob
and Doug decided they could write

a much better book if they waited

until they could devote more time

to it! The decision was made at a

very late stage when last month's

Smegazine had already gone to

press. Publishers Penguin are

hoping that the novel will be

available in the Spring,

RAVE REVIEWS
Red Dwarf VI hit British TV
screens to a host of good
reviews from the 'quality

press'. Pieces in papers like

The Guardian and The
Telegraph had good things to

say about the cast and said

the programme was very

funny and well written. The
show has been widely

regarded as 'just' a cult

science fiction show in the

past and this could help Red
Dwarf get the wider

recognition it deserves.

VIRGIN WINDOW
There's just about time to get

flown to Virgin Megastore where
tney have a whole window display

oevoteo to Red Dwarf. Everything

Mb can buy related to Red Dwarf
— be available from T-shirts, to

•Meet and books. But the best part

a gong to be the competitions and
--. ; aea ; mailable There are

•on of ideas as to what these may
ae. Mdufeng the chance to get

-*xc o* some advance copies of the

tart Dwarf books being released

*« pear. and.or special discounts,
""* dooUy has been at Virgin in

London sra the beginning of

. but as a special deal for

, they're saving

the best otters until the last week
m> Month when the Smeg h its

•MMJI

T-SHKTS
No T-shirts based on RED DWARF
VI are continuing to come out from

those nice T-shirt people. Network.

New out this month is the first ever

Cat T-shirt proclaiming

"something's coming and it does

not smell good"; there's another

one with a new Red Dwarf logo;

and one features Starbug landing

on a planet which is printed all

over the T-shirt (including the back

and sleeves). These three are

exclusive to HMV and mail order

until after Christmas. For details

see the adverts which regularly in

this very publication, or call

Network's 'hotline' telephone

number 081-540 5545.

Already widely available are Duane

Dibbley's 'Duke of Dork', Kryten's

'Space Corps Directive' and Rimmer
holding a red light bulb (not the

new energy saving type, we notice)

saying "step up to red alert".

TALKING BOOK AWARD

was being said elsewhere. The
delay is a knock-on effect from Red

Dwarf's first series coming out

much later than originally planned.

As soon as BBC Video has updated

its schedule, we'll tell you about it.

TONGUE TIED DELAY
More delays struck the release of

Danny John Jules' Tongue Tied

video, the 30-minute music

video/drama/documentary
accompanying his single. This was
because of a misunderstanding

over the cover design between

record company EMI and TV
production company. Grant Naylor.

As a result the video will not now
be available in the shops, but

instead can be obtained via mail

order EXCLUSIVELY through the

Smegazine. See the special advert

next in this issue.

The single itself has been doing

very well for Danny under his

guise as 'The Cat' and entered

the British Gallup charts at

number 18 in its first week on

A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS

The Red Dwarf talking book, a

read by Chris Barrie. has won a

award for the best Spoken

Word recording of 1993.

Laughing Stock, the producers

of Red Dwarf: infinity

Welcomes Careful Drivers

picked up a gold disc from
independent distributor, Pinnacle

Records, earlier this year. They

describe it as "a special tribute to

the skill and patience of Chris

Barrie and the weeks of hard work

that went into recording the Grant

Naylor bestseller". The abridged

double cassette version jumped
into the Gallup Spoken Word Chart

at number 3 and has been in the

charts ever since.

VIDEOS
Red Dwarf V should be coming out

on video sometime in 1994, but a

date hasn't been fixed yet. As we
reported a couple of months ago,

the original November release date

was been put back, despite what

An hour-long Christmas specia

Maid Marian and her Merry Men.

featuring Danny 'Cat' John-Jules is

expected to be shown this

December. The story, which

involves a little bit of love interest

for Marian, is considered by most

people on the show to be the best

one they've ever made. It was

originally going to be shown last

year, but was postponed. It should

be on this Christmas (possibly in

two parts), although the Christmas

schedules hadn't been finalised as

The Smegazine went to press.

KRYTEN'S STAGE DEBUT
Actually, it's a debut for the

writings of Kryten's human half.

Robert Llewellyn. His new play

Punchbag previews at the
Hampstead Theatre from
December 2nd. It's set in a

women's self-defence class and is

described as "a fast, furious,

frantic, provocative and violent,

romantic comedy about the battle

of the sexes". Because Robert has

been working hard writing the

play, he won't be appearing in it.

Most of the stars were still in the

process of being signed-up as The
Smeg was on its way to the

printers, but we can tell you the

cast includes Buffy Davis. The play's

being directed by Glen Walford

and the fight director is Bill Hodds.

PLAYBOY CAT
Danny lohn Jules is also appearing

in a play this month. Playboy of

the West Indies by Mustapha

Matura runs at the Tricycle Theatre

in London's Kilburn High Road

from December 9th. It's set in

Trinidad and centres around a

stranger who runs into the sleepy

village of Mayaro saying he has

killed his father, and instantly

becomes the envy of all the men
and the desire of all the women.

Danny plays Mac, one of the

drinking card-playing gang in

the village. It's on in Kilburn

until sometime in January when
it transfers to The Nuffield

Theatre in Southampton where

it stays until March.

RED DWARF
CONVENTION
If you're looking for something

to do with your Christmas

money, what better than to

register for a Red Dwarf

Convention. The first event

planned for next year is Trek/Dwarf

II, a Star Trek and Red Dwarf

convention, run by the same
people as last year's Trek/Dwarf.

It'll be the usual round of games,

talks, videos and guests held at The

Holiday Inn in Leicester over one
weekend in March. Negotiations

are ongoing to arrange some
Dwarf and Trek guests. Last year,

incidentally, Danny 'Cat' John-Jules

went along. The dates are 25-27th

March 1994. For more details,

contact: Trek/Dwarf, 47 Marsham,

Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2

5RN. There's a discount for early

registration (i.e. by the end of

January) and for under 16s. Don't

forget an SAE when you write.
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The atmosphere on set on the final day is

so Much more relaxed and carefree than
on other rehearsal days. The cast can see
the ight at the end of the tunnel, it is their

last day together on Starbug, and as good
an excuse to muck about as arty.

The previous seven weeks of making
Red Dwarf VI have been somewhat last

minute After being told by the BBC to have
the series ready for transmission in Aprii or

it would be the end of Red Dwarf, Grant
Nayior Productions set out on a punishing

schedule to fit everything in. Scripts were

handed in at the last minute, then
rewritten at the last minute, effects were
still being built at the last minute, while

some scenes were even filmed at the last

minute, with the floor manager counting

down the seconds to the end of the booked
studio time. Then the BBC changed their

minds at the last minute and decided they

would transmit Red Dwarf VI six months
later instead!

Hence, making the show was hard work
for everyone involved. "Umm, just a bit!"

Doug Nayior says. "Rob's been home, what
is it? Three times this year?"

"It's been awful for us," adds Rob
Grant. "We're going to spend six months in

a nursing home!"
Money was also tight for the series. Red

Dwarf is classed as 'comedy' as far as

budgets are concerned, but it tries its

hardest to be filmed like a drama, and the

coffers allegedly ran dry about half way
through. Cost is obviously something that

lies at the back of the writers' minds
because they are also the show's Executive

Producers: "But when you're doing the first

draft, or at least thrashing out the idea, you
can't be too restricted by what's possible



and what's not possible," says Rob Grant.

"Of course you always want to push the
envelope as to what's possible and what's
achievable. I think it's expected of the show
to try different and new things."

Problems of the script being delivered

late (causing autocue to come to the rescue

again) are put aside for the last day, but
the autocue gives the film crew a few
problems in deciding where to hide the
monitors so they won't get in the way. And
a lot of rehearsal time is spent shifting

them around to make sure the actors look
in the right place when they deliver a line.

Robert Llewellyn is confused by

one of Kryten's speeches on the
autocue which talks about
being "an earlier" model to

the mechanical Lister. "I've

never understood this

speech," he proclaims,

"and it's now getting

to a point where I

need to understand
it."

The premise is that

Lister, underneath his

human exterior, is

really a robot. And as a

3000 series, he is

technically subordinate to

Kryten.

"That's something we've
talked about for ages and
ages," says Rob Grant. "We liked

the idea of how that would change
Kryten's attitude to him. When you get
these ideas you never know if it will be
good for a show or it'll just be a scene or a

few scenes."

Starbug soon passes through the
'unreality pocket' that created the illusion

of Lister being an android, so the idea only
lasts a few scenes.

The illusion doesn't entirely convince
Rimmer or Cat, but Kryten cannot refute

the X-ray evidence in front of him. So it is

left to him to tell Lister about their

discovery. In rehearsal, after Rimmer and
Cat leave the Ops room, Danny and Craig

start chatting about the scene and how
they should exit. The action grinds to a halt

because Kryten can't continue with his

speech amidst such interference. As
Chris realises the scene is only half over, he
grabs Danny and drags him out of the door.

With Lister left to perform some of the
ship's more menial duties, Kryten retires to
the Cockpit where Lister has to bring the
crew their tea. Craig Charles collects the tea
tray from where it is waiting for him in the
mid-section, but he picks up the wrong one.
Realising it is the tray meant for the
chocolate cake (for later in the scene), he
takes it back. Returning to the mid-section,

the tray slips out of his hands and crashes

to the floor. Fortunately, the chocolate
cake is in the fridge, patiently awaiting its

on-screen debut, and no damage is done.
Craig eventually picks up the correct tray of

tea mugs and takes it into the cockpit.

Determined to carry it in style, he balances
it on his head and takes his hands away. As
the cups rattle, the woman who is in charge
of props covers her head with her hands,

waiting for the sound of smashing crockery.

As all four of the cast rehearse in the
cockpit, they decide to swap hats and

W

glasses. Chris and Robert look even sillier

wearing them than Craig and Danny did.

The silly mood continues when it is time
to play in the pre-recorded video tape of

the Dwarfers in the middle of an unreality

pocket, wearing animal heads. Instead, the
VT operators decide to play a tape of one
of the film crew water skiing!

The next object of ridicule is the
Producer, Justin Judd. During a break in

rehearsals, Danny John-Jules walks up and
down the set with his jeans hanging half

way down his bum saying "there's no
money left". The impression is such a hit

that Craig Charles decides to join

in to form The Justin

k Brothers'. "What a

horrible thought,"
comments the floor

manager.
Fortunately, Justin

wasn't on the set

at the time.

RED DWARF
- OUT OF TIME

Back in rehearsals, Kryten has returned
from meeting the future versions of the
Starbug crew. He is so shell-shocked, he
promises to make Lister a special supper
including zippy curry and chilled

margueritas. "They're all my favourites,"

says Lister. "Sadly, I know," Kryten replies.

The line doesn't quite make sense until

Robert Llewellyn realises he has read out
the stage direction (SADLY) from the
autocue!

Kryten retires to the galley to prepare
Lister's supper using "his favourite bowl"
and "his little cup", but Robert doesn't

handle the props lovingly enough. The
bowl slips from his fingers onto the work
surface, smashing in two. He picks up the
broken crockery and hands it apologetically

to the props woman. Fortunately, she has

kept a spare bowl locked away for the
evening's performance.

Craig Charles then joins Robert in the
galley to rehearse the second part of the
scene. He rests his hand on the sink and
realises it is loose. He picks it up and puts it

on his head. Finding the tap, he positions it

in front of his mouth like a microphone and
speaks into it: "Lister to Red Dwarf..."

Robert just stands there and laughs at him
in his characteristic loud cackle.

Later in the Ops room, the Dwarfers get

to see their own future selves, thanks to

Lister tapping into the security cameras.

Apart from Lister's brain, the most notably

transformed is Chris Barrie as Rimmer. The
make-up and costume department did such

a wonderful job in aging him that he looks

quite different: "It looked like everyone
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that it's Rimmer when he's fifty or
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reaftse you went to school with this guy in

tne same class, you know, he looks like your

Dad.*

C/a*g Charles rehearses the scene while

smoking a cigar erte (as usual), but he needs
both hands to kx>fc into the viewer and so
he sacks the cigarette in his ear.

All this is observed by a plethora of

people, including the camera supervisor.

Rocket who is the next in line for one of

Craig's jokes, when he decides to alter one
of Lister's lines: "So what?" he says. "So
you're fat and bald, that's what happens
when you get older - just ask Rocket!" The
crew fall about laughing, including Rocket

himself. The next line in the scene belongs

to Danny, but he can't say it because he's

laughing too much.
The next scene to be rehearsed is the

final one celebrating Rimmer's heroics, with

a glass of marguerita. As they clink the
glasses together in a toast, Craig says the

glasses have a "comedy ring" to them, but

Robert fears it could be a "comedy smash"

if they are not careful.

With the end of the series in sight, Rob
Grant thinks the gamble they took by

setting everything on Starbug has paid off:

"We made a conscious effort to make it as

funny a series as we could and it certainly

has been getting bigger laughs in the

studios... [but] it's very hard to tell when
you're so close up to it. There's many a slip

betwixt recording and broadcast because

they change so much in the edit and in the

dub, but I really don't think there's a bum
show in it. I usually think, 'oh that one's

going to be a bummer', but I don't really

think that's happened this time." Rob
pauses, then adds: "I may revise my
decision."

As for the cast, they agree it has been a

good series, but hard work. "It gets harder

every year," says Danny John-Jules.

"It's been hard for me because I'm too

old," adds Robert Llewellyn. "These kids

that I work with, these young children! I've

got a year older doing this show now, I

don't want to say how old, but I'm the

oldest person in the gig, aren't I? By

hundreds of years."

"It's been funnier than most of the sit-

coms you see on the television," says Chris.

"It's more interestingly shot than most of

the drama you see on television. When
things like Have I Got News For You is

winning best television comedy programme
in certain award ceremonies, you always

think, television? That's a radio programme
put on television, made visual. Whereas the

visual creative impact that Red Dwarf can
produce that's real television."

Words & pictures: JANE KILLICK
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the junior encyclopedia the remarkable

RED DWARF databank

^C' series of Btake'i Seven, where
Blake was trying to escape from a

planet ruled by glamorous women. An
tight, or am I right! — Man "

To Be Trapped On That Planet, S Wales

I think the Boys from the Dwarf
would volunteer to swap jobs

with him In an instant! The series w
Star Maidens, made in 1975,

Gareth Thomas was in it as well. His

of Shem was one of two
prisoners to escape from a planet where

species was female,

looking for a better life on Earth, and
suffice to say, the females gave chase!

Thirteen episodes were made in total.

JWgeljfond
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TONGUE TIED & TAPED:
I THE

, DRAMA
SCENES!

rm

Danny John-Jules is wearing a baggy
pair of dungarees; a Top Cat Brixton T-

shirt; a cap, which is on backwards; and
the same beard he grew for filming Maid
Marian and her Merry Men. He looks

quite different from his Cat character in

Red Dwarf. Thafs because he is dressed

to play Leo the caretaker, the character

that links together all the scenes in his

Tongue Tied video.

In these scenes, dreams mix with reality

as a whole manner of fictional and not-so-

fictional people walk through the film

studio where Leo works. Danny has asked

almost everyone he knows to play these

characters in his video; some of them are

professional actors, but others have never

acted in front of a camera before. Even
Danny's agent was handed a script on the
morning of the shoot and told, 'learn these

lines, you're playing the Governor!' It's all

pan of Danny's grand scheme to make
Tongue Tied more than just a pop video,

by cramming as much into thirty minutes

as possible.

The first person to be filmed walking
into Leo's film studio is Elvis Presley, who -

against popular belief - isn't dead, but has

been hanging out with Lord Lucan. The
man in the fabulous sparkling blue Elvis

costume is impersonator
Clayton Mark, known

to Red Dwarf fans for appearing in

Meltdown. "You look good, Elvis,"

Danny tells him. "Thank you very much!"

he replies.

Elvis gives an excellent performance,

which includes a Rock and Roll version of

Tongue Tied. The
dialogue sequences are

filmed in little bits and
pieces, with Danny
quietly coaching his co-

star.

With Clayton's part

'in the can', it's

becoming apparent that

two things are going to

hamper the filming for

the rest of the day: They
are already falling

behind schedule; and the

noise of the workmen
next door is making it

increasingly difficult to

record dialogue.

Next to take the

stage with Danny are

Judge Dredd and Judge
Dread. The balding

Judge Dread is the

white reggae singer who
became famous in the

1970s for his rather rude lyrics, while the

chap in the expensive costume and helmet

is actor Roger Weightman, who promotes

the 2000AD comic in which Judge Dredd
appears (from the same publishers as the

Smegazine - how do you think they

became involved?) When the two of them
meet in the film studio, it stands to reason

that they aren't going to get on and
Danny has encouraged their on-screen

animosity during rehearsal (even though
time is slipping more and more behind). In

one scene where they have to exchange a



list of insults - like 'impostor', 'thief and so

on - they keep forgetting their lines. At
one point, the only insult Judge Dread can
think of is 'tosser', which throws the crew
into fits of laughter.

Next in front of the camera is The Red
Dwarf Posse, led by a dwarf dressed
entirely in red - Mike Edmonds (who plays

Little Ron alongside Danny in Maid
Marian), Some of the people who just

happen to be there watching are dragged
in to be part of the posse. These include

Smegazine Editor Mike Butcher (trying to

hide at the back) and Artist Colin Howard.

They perform their little piece almost

perfectly in just one take.

The next two people to join Danny on
the stage are a couple of old friends who
he used to go raving with. They're playing

Tabby Ranks's Manager and his henchman
Screwface, in a scene which introduces

Danny singing the ragga version of Tongue
Tied as Tabby Ranks. Danny's patience

with his two friends is admirable as he
gently eases them into being comfortable
in front of the camera. At one point,

Danny becomes so involved in the action

he misses his cue, "I forgot I was acting, I

ith all their lines recorded, they go
off to get changed and the film crew
record some close-ups of Danny and a cat

(who is an incredibly well-behaved moggy
called Nigel).

While this is going on, a chap called

Clive Rowe. who appeared with Danny in

the West End musical. Carmen Jones,

comes in dressed in a wide-boy suit and
tap shoes. He's to do a dance routine as

'Bubbles' and walks across the studio floor

making little 'tap, tap. tap' noises, but
when there's a call for quiet before

filming, he has to stand as still as a statue.

Unfortunately, Bubbles never made it to

the final video because they simply ran out

of filming time.

The final scenes of the day involve a

collection of unrelated Morrises: Wayne
Morris (Robin Hood from Maid Marian)

playing the director, Andrew De Bye-

Mornay (a name totally unrelated to Andy
De Emmony, the director of Red Dwarf VI);

Vanessa Morris (Kit in the video) playing

Leo's dream girl; and Willi Morrison

(Danny's agent) as the Governor. To get
everything done super-quick these scenes

are recorded with minimal rehearsal, and
at one point they film some of the lines by

getting one of the crew to read them out

and the actors to repeat them, one after

the other.

The last scene needs Wayne as the
director to wrap everything up. This part is

supposed to look like a busy studio and so

everyone who is not actually operating the

camera or holding the boom microphone is

told to walk about in the background

looking busy But it wasn't looking busy

enough, and this is where your Smegazine
reporter came to the rescue, under Danny's
orders. Within seconds, I was standing

next to Wayne in front of the camera,

holding the Producer's mobile phone.

"You're the Director's PA on the phone,

okay?" the Producer told me. That's how
it happened, honest!

Wayne, who had his lines sneakily

written on his clipboard, mastered the

scene wonderfully and when that was
over, it was well past packing-up time.

Words and pictures: JANE Kit LICK
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Hattie Hayridge stands in the makeshift Hayridge

studio singing, "He ain't heavy, he's faces and

my brother..." That may be the song most
people remember The Hollies for, but now
The Hollys are going to be known for a fc

different song altogether • Tongue Tied. shoesinni
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THE SPECIAL EFFECTS

Nkk Kool emerges from the lava planet right into the path of an oncoming Starbug.

Starbug drves screaming from an
orange sky into a mass of gooey lava.

Then wrth a giant "yee-hah" it

emerges from the red lava lake and blasts

off into the sunset And so ends The

Gunmen of the Apocalypse.

But that wasn't the original ending. Early

drafts of the script had Starbug crashing

into water Water, they thought, would be

easy to shoot because it's freely available

and has appeared on Red Dwarf before...

but using water in a model shot can be a

dead giveaway because water droplets stay

the same size no matter how big the model

ship is. The script was changed after the

protestations of Special Effects Designer,

Peter Wragg.
"Water gives us greater problems,"

explains Peter. "Water's got its own scale

and there's nothing you can do about that.

And to get Starbug to disappear into water

would be almost impossible because water

is very dense and Starbug would have to be

made out of cast iron for it not to break up

the minute it hits water at that sort of

speed."

Half way through the day that

Starbug's descent into lava is to be filmed,

and the set still looks like a junior school

model display. The planet's sky is a painted

backdrop hired for the occasion and the

planet's surface is made from a group of

polystyrene rocks. One of the visual effects

crew is hard at work painting the 'rocks',

trying to make them look less like
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polystyrene and more like volcanic

formations.

The lava lake isn't finished either, it's

still a wooden tray with a perspex bottom.
The lava is being made up from industrial

food thickener in the back room, while the
base of the wooden tray is laid with orange
and yellow polythene. The lava is then
poured in and lit from below, so it glows
orange.

Finishing touches to the lava lake are

achieved by building rocks around the
edge of the tray using crinkled black
aluminium foil. The cameraman, Peter
Tyler, urges the visual effects team to be
sparing with the foil because it costs £50 a

roll - "from my camera budget".
Peter Tyler's ironic motto for the day is

"cameramen aren't supposed to get their

hands dirty", which he repeats several

times while he is up to his elbows in

industrial food thickener, adding the final

touches to the lake.

"It wouldn't be possible to get it done
if there wasn't the commitment of the
boys," says Peter Wragg, as preparation for

the day's filming drags into the evening.
"Everyone's commitment is really terrific

which helps to make it all happen and
hopefully makes everything as good as it

does."

The lava lake begins to take shape as
rubber dust and pieces of brown cork are
sprinkled on top of it like floating bits of
volcanic rock.

When most of the scene is set up, they
need to check the trajectory of Starbug to
make sure it falls into the lake without
crashing on the rocks. To do this, a flat

polystyrene model of the ship is hoisted up
to the ceiling on a wire and allowed to sail

down onto the planet. From the camera's
point of view, it appears to land in the lava

lake, but in reality it disappears into a

concealed hole in the 'floor' of the planet.

To make the planet look extra
volcanic, they have decided to have flames
shooting into the sky. The fire comes from
several metal tubes - somewhat like Bunsen
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TOP: Solidified lava is sprinkled onto the

lake, cunningly disguised as bits of cork!

BELOW: Nick Kool auditions for Land o1
the Giants!

BOTTOM: Peter Wragg checks a shot.

burners - which throw flames into the air

when a blast of gas is blown through them.
"The flames are something we're

doing ourselves just to try and make it look
a bit more interesting," explains Peter. "I

at the end of the day we're making
a rod for our own back. Then that's what
you're doing most of the time, making a
rod for your own back by trying to add a

bit more and do something a bit

different."

When the flames
are tested out they
burst very high

into the air,

enough to singe

the eyebrows of

anyone standing
near to them. James, who has set them

up, is told to turn the gas down a bit

before setting something on fire! The
flames look great, especially as they also

shower sparks into the air. This wasn't by
design, but happened by accident when
some of the rubber dust on the lava lake

was inadvertently sprinkled inside the
tubes.

When the finishing touches to the set

are completed, it is time to bring in the
Starbug model. The ship's descent onto
the planet is achieved by putting Starbug
on a wire right at the top of the ceiling.

Once they let go, it is supposed to sail

down the wire and disappear into the lava

lake. It is filmed

at five times
normal speed, so
it looks more
realistic when
played back.



Mike Tucker, who helped build the

Starbug models, warns that the ship is

likely to break up on impact, so they'll have
to be prepared to get it right the first time.

However, as a precaution, he brings in a

couple of pillows which he puts on the
.floor to cushion Starbug's landing.

"Ninety per cent of it is crossing your
fingers," explains Peter Wragg. "You've
worked out everything that you think
might happen, then at the end of the day
you cross your fingers and hope for the

best. Shooting at 120 frames, you never

know quite what you've got until you see

rushes the following day."

Everyone gets set up for the big

moment. One person is by the lava lake,

sloshing it about gently to make it look as

if it is flowing, Peter Tyler is behind the
camera, Nick Kool is standing by with his

finger on the flame-thrower button, Mike
Tucker is standing on the gantry high up by

the ceiling holding onto Starbug and Peter

Wragg is directing it all from behind the

camera. When the camera starts rolling,

Peter Wragg will call to Nick to fire off one
of the flames, then to Mike to let go of

Starbug, and again to Nick to fire off

another flame.

The camera turns over. Peter Wragg
shouts "Nick! Mike! Nick!" one after the

other. Flames burst into the air and
Starbug sails down the wire, bounces off

one of the polystyrene mountains and
lands well away from the carefully

positioned pillows. It is all over in a
fraction of a second.

One of the effects team retrieves

Starbug from where it has crashed and
broken into two pieces. It has to be glued

"Ninety per cent of

special effects is

crossing your
fingers!"

TOP: Mike Tucker ensures Starbug will have
a safejourney through the lava planet.

BELOW: An awe-Inspiring view across the
lava-scape.

back together before they can re-assess the
ship's trajectory and try again.

"It's nice to be left to do all this,"

Peter Wragg says, looking at the impressive

volcanic planet. "We are given a lot of
trust, I suppose, in just getting it done
because no one knows what we're
shooting... Andy [De Emmony, the
Director] keeps saying he would
desperately like to get down here and see
what we're doing because he hasn't seen
anything, he hasn't seen what's happening.
He's just seen the tapes that I deliver and
say 'this is what we've done'... It's probably
a new experience for Andy this year,

having to go through the waiting and see

whether the shots live up to what he's

been expecting of them."

"It's all looking very good," Peter

continues, "but ideally we would have
another day, so we'd shoot this as a test,

see rushes, see if we wanted to change
anything, then do it again the following
day. That's what we'd do ideally - shoot a

test first - but we haven't got that luxury."

In the second attempt to film the
sequence, Starbug successfully journeys
onto the planet without hitting any of the
mountains. It happens so fast that there is

no way to tell if it's going to look all right.

As it turned out, when they got the film

back from the developers the following

day, the flames looked totally out of scale

and they had to re-film it. They replaced
the flames with bubbling lava, which was

achieved by blowing
through tubes hidden at

the bottom of the lava tray.

The day the Smegazine
was there, filming finished

at around midnight, with

the crew well on their way
to achieving 100 model
shots. "We'll get to 100

slates and there will be a

bottle of champagne at

least," laughs Peter Wragg.
"It's a fairly standard

thing on shoots that on
slate 100, champagne
comes out. It doesn't

normally happen on model
filming because you don't

normally get to slate 100,

but we're up to slate 91

now and I think everyone's

determined to get to slate

100, come what may!"
Two days later, they had

well exceeded their one
hundred target - a first for

a Red Dwarf series! That

evening, they downed two
bottles of champagne
between them to celebrate

the end of what had been a

hard, but successful time
making the special effects

for Red Dwarf VI.
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HOLLYGRAMS

Dear Smeg heads,

At last the truth can be

told! Here's the real reason for the

destruction of the large rouge one.

It is the worst drink known to man
• Red Dwarf Cider. I kid you not. It

costs 69p and strips paint off

anything. Lister must have given

Rimmer a couple of bottles hoping

to have another laugh like the

'Titan Mushroom' incident. Lister

must be court marshalled

immediately. Then find the

brewery that is selling the stuff,

and tell them to stop!

Paul Baird, Watford.

Stop selling it?! Sounds like an

ial for all smeggie

s, meetings and paint

stripping sessions!'. Have any other

Smeggies encountered this evil

brew... or indeed has the Grant

Naylor copyright machine picked it

up?! Uh-oh...

Hi Hoi,

As all good Smeggies know.

Gazpacho Soup day is on
November the 25th. So, to

celebrate the downfall of Arnold

Judas Rimmer, here's the recipe:

3-4 medium, ripe tomatoes
1-2 cups vegetable stock

Hati a red pepper
Quarter of a cucumber
I small onion
1 dove of garlic (opt.)

:•= s-, ni:

Cajwnoe pepper

tons olive oil

is lemon juice

>ons chopped chives

°oc the tomatoes into boiling

nK(t for a mo, then peel them.

Smash them up and add to the

stock. Chop the pepper, cucumber

a- i M lM finely and add to the

i : . : Add the rest of the
ingredients, but leave the chives,

they're chucked on top at the end.

Serve with bread and butter. AND
REMEMBER. ITS SERVED COLD!

Enjoy your soup, smeggies.

Sally Pollard, Herts.

sfavx

Dear Hoi,

Help! I am an ugly goit with the

brains of a cheese sandwich, and

an arse the size of New Mexico.

Please ask Rimmer to be my friend,

because he's the only person as

hopeless as me in the entire

e and we have a lot in

Norman Small, W. Glam.

Well, we'll tell Rimmer all about

you. Norm, but what do you know
about 20th Century telegraph pole

and the Hammond Organ? And
how many Reggie

Wilson albums do

you have? Still, if

you can handle all

that... Hold on!

What is this?! Blind

Date?! On with the

methinks...

Dear RDS,

Though Louise

Crawford and

Thomas Marwede
(Volume 2, No.6)

have beaten me to

the hallowed

pages of RDS with

their 'offspring

reading the

Smegazine/lnfinity

welcomes...'

photos, I must at

least be the first to

have a 'twin

offspring reading

two copies of the Smegazine'

photo, especially as they're named
Jim and Bexley after Lister's twin

brats, and it's their favourite read.

(Actually they're called Ike and

Sam. and I had to force them to sit

with the mags for the picture as

they prefer the geekish Postman

Pat. but I'm working on it.)

Isn't it pathetic the lengths some

doting parents go to get their

spawn in print?

Greg Walker, Cheshire.

I'm inclined to agree with you,

Greg. What I'm worried about is

what's coming next! We've had the

great age debate, now the offices

are going to be swamped with

Deeya Hoi,

Oh joy and delight beyond the

of a very big i

device, yes Red Dwarf VI! Ah, Ace

Rimmer with 'is luverly little bum,

the polymorph with his, erm,

well... The virtual reality! The
Monsters! The wonderful,

handleabibble Rimmer, phwah,

hur-hur (grope, grope) and many
other delights I can relish; such as,

uh, Duane Dibbley's thermos

flask?! Aw, well! At least it means

my Red Dwarfal symptoms will

subside finally, after months of

anguish and torment. I shall have

to lie down in a nice, quiet room

now! Oh yeah, I simply love your

magazine... ooh, I could bathe

myself in it! (Mind you, I wouldn't

edition. I was SOOOO shocked that

a book could be SOOOO funny!

God, I nearly died and went to

Silicon Heaven with laughing! The

person Grant/Naylor is a geni

Are they doing another Red Dwarf

book? And then I discovered the

Smegazine which I didn't

know existed! But I've found it

hard to get hold of, since my
collection only consists of 3 issues!

(Pretty feeble, I know, but HI be

buying it from now on.)

Apart from me whinging on, it is a

smegtastic magazine and the only

serious point I'd like to make is that

if Rob and Doug do decide to make

Red Dwarf into a film, then the

original cast MUST be used. I mean,

who could play the Cat any better

than Danny John-Jules? Anyone

who loves Red Dwarf would realise

that it wouldn't be Red Dwarf
'

without them!

Scott Crosby, Cumbria.

be able to read it very well!} Than'

yoo v'ry much!

Susan Phillips (Otherwise known

The iasf Human' by now, and also

heard about it being delayed until

next year. Oh well, better late than

never, as they say.

Keep your letters, comments, and

mindless drivellings coming to...

Dear Red Dwarf People,

I just had to write this letter or I

would burst - which is not very

nice, I think you'll agree. When Red

Dwarf hit our screens a few years

back, I would say I was an average

fan; it was a good series, but I

wouldn't die if I missed an episode

(perish the thought now!) But

around November '92,
I read the

Red Dwarf book the omnibus

HOLLY-CRAMS
Red Dwarf Smegazine

Fleetway Editions

25-31 Tavistock Place

London WC1H9SU



None given. Although this creature wears a

name collar around his neck, it identifies him simply as

'Dog'.

imhMJMimi-a Nope, none of those either

Presumably canis sapiens - otherwise known as

the Dog People.

lUaaUiuUSkfl Crew member on board the mining vessel

Red Dwarf. Just how adequately he fills that role is open
to debate! And it's also worth mentioning that the Dog's
version of Red Dwarf is not quite the same as our own -

see also 'origins', below.

The last surviving member of his race, the Dog
exists aboard a version of Red Dwarf in a female
orientated parallel universe. In this dimension, it was Deb
Lister rather than Dave who was frozen in stasis for three
million years -and it was Arlene, not Arnold, Rimmer who
was resurrected hologramatically to keep the lonely

woman company. The very existence of the Dog, however
- the counterpart of our own Cat - proves that not
everything is quite so neatly reversed! Presumably though,
his history closely parallels that of our fashion-concious
feline. It is reasonable to assume then that he is a direct

descendant of Deb Lister's former pet dog - in this

universe, undoubtedly a male - who in turn was one of but
two survivors of that fateful radiation leak, and who later

became the Holy Father of the Dog race.

bLJiliUxS Mooching around the cargo decks, mainly -

also, presumably, his species' other favourite pastimes,

such as going for walks and playing 'fetch' (although not

normally, as the Cat suggested, with grenades).

Ifll'Wlfillfilima The Dog's T-shirt, proclaiming the

legend 'Dog Market', may or may not be a symbol of such

preferences. Otherwise see 'skills' above.

lil'milt'liim None that we know of. (Certainly none
who like to admit to it, presumably!)

LJlfl Not very extensive. The Dog is, for instance,

totally unable to spell. This comes in handy for his

mistresses when such touchy subjects as vets and baths
must be openly discussed. So long as they spell out the
critical words, their companion remains blissfully ignorant
of his peril.

The Dog considers himself to have mastered the
art of dancing. However, his particular style does not
demonstrate quite the grace and finesse of the Cat's own
performance. The Cat did deign to comment that he liked

the Dog's conversation - mainly because he hadn't yet said

anything! He also wished the animal would acquire some
rudimentary bathing skills, and that he would maybe see
to his teeth too - his breath apparently smelt like he'd
been using rotting meat flavoured toothpaste.

\MMEMSIZM Deb Lister, Arlene Rimmer, the

Listers' twin sons Jim and Bexley and the deranged
computer Hilly - the Dog's crewmates on board Red Dwarf.

mmiin».»aiir.uiiT?ia None in particular which ,s a real

shame considering his own confession that he gets rather

panicky when left alone. Despite his outgoing nature and
his overly genial disposition, the Dog does find it difficult

to attract friends, tending instead to drive people away
with his profusion of fleas, his inhuman body odour
(compared by the Cat to the smell of Lister's moon-boots!)
and his predilection for sniffing behinds.

QMEB9 Fairly modest. Unlike the Cat, with his long

term desire to achieve sexual congress, the Dog would be
happy with just finding one or two friends with whom he
could indulge in a little affectionate bottom-sniffing.

Failing that, a big juicy bone will always keep him happy
for a few hours at least.
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Hello again. I know, I know, it's been

almost six weeks since my last

report. Not my fault, though - I've

been itching to dictate the second

instalment in my memoirs, but things on

Starbug have been duller than a holiday in

Cambridge. That's a human joke, by the

way -
1 don't suppose you even have

holidays in Alien Land, do you? You
probably relax by... I don't know... by

gyrating your tentacles to music or

something. I just wish my crewmates were

half as interesting as you must be! Case in

point: Lister's conversation, which is

getting more boring by the minute. Last

night, our resident throwback spent fifteen

minutes ranting on about how
claustrophobic he's feeling. He's started

having nightmares about the time he was
trapped in an Xpress lift with Jayne Martin

from Supplies. As usual, it was up to me to

lighten the atmosphere and restore

morale. I told Lister that if I'd been in that

lift, I'd have been feeling more than just

claustrophobic, if you know what. Why do I

bother? My terrific repertory of 'lift shaft'

jokes just went straight over his head - and

he said that if I made one more crack about

going up and down all night, he was going

to flush my light bee down the re-cyc unit. I

mean honestly, can you see what I nave to

put up with here? The guy is just so

immature.
Anyway, last Thursday started out

quite promising at least. We chanced upon
the remains of an orbital space station.

with an atmosphere that was still

breathable, so we set about searching the

place for provisions. Worse luck, it turned

out to have been the headquaters of the

'Androids Appreciation Society'; AAS, for

short. Kryten immediately started

downloading their collection of archive

episodes onto vid tapes; it was only

thirteen hours into the process that he

grudgingly admitted it'd take one week,

five days, nine hours and fifty five minutes

to record the whole series. He's been

complaining ever since we dragged him

away from there - apparently he'd just

reached a cliffhanger, something to do

with Bruce's human half sister being

caught necking with the neighbourhood

traffic lights. I just wish he'd show a little

more consideration. I mean, do 1 complain

that I'm missing my Hammond Organ

practice? Do I ever make mention of the

fact that I haven't studied a single picture

of a telegraph pole in years?

It's always the same with the

others, though. No patience whatsoever.

Take this very moment: Lister's pacing the

sleeping-room, trying desperately to clear

the mould from his ears, while the Cat's so

wound up he hasn't mentioned his clothing

shortage in over ten minutes! He's

screaming his head off and doing

somersaults around the cockpit - he's

knocked us off course three times already.

And me? I'm just standing here, calmly

dictating this record, not the slightest bit

ruffled by our impending encounter with...

with... erm, excuse me while I mop my
brow... with what is unmistakably a 23rd

Century Playboy Pleasure Cruiser. An
inhabited one, at that. Packed to the

gunnels with over-endowed maidens, clad

only in bunny tails and plastic rabbit ears,

just waiting for the chance to... excuse me
again...

(some time later)

Sorry about that, I just had a... nose bleed.

As I was saying, it seems I'm the only crew

member showing any decorum around

here. Ironic really as, with the complete

absense of money on this ship, none of the

other smeg heads stand a chance anyway!

It's up to me, with my macho charm and
sophisticated banter, to woo a select few
female admirers to my side. I've been

scouring my books on chat-up lines all day,

and I'm more than ready to strike. The

masterful approach, I think - something

like "Come on woman, we haven't got all

day. I want you in that peephole bra and
waiting in my quarters right away!" Or

perhaps a more complimentary style? "If I

said you had a beautiful body, would you

sleep with me?" On second thoughts,

there's nothing to be gained by beating

about the bush. I'll just go for the direct

approach. "Hi there ladies, fancy a...
?"

Oh my God, we're nearly there.

Sexual ecstasy, here 1 come! I'll tell you all

about this... this scientific exploration...

when I return. In three or four days! This is

Old Iron Balls, signing off.
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Anita Dobson greets everyone on

the set of Red Dwarf with a

bright "hello, darling". Anita is

best known by most of the

nation as Angie Watts, who
served behind the bar in

Eastenders for more than three

years, but she left the BBC soap

some time ago, and now looks

happy to be involved with Red

Dwarf, even though she only

appears on-screen for a matter of

seconds.

For someone who has been

busy, mostly in the theatre, since

leaving Albert Square, it's a

surprise to see her in such a

small cameo role. "They just

rang up and said would I like to

come and guest on the show,"

says Anita. "It's such a huge cult

favourite and especially for kids,

so my street credibility has gone

up in huge waves since I've

agreed to do it. I'm having a

great time."

She appears with Kochanski

(C. P. Grogan) to entice Lister

away from the safety of Starbug

onto an asteroid, where her

brain-sucking friends are

waiting. The character she plays

e really a psiren disguised as a

tough, space warrior. "I'm a sort

o* space captain, commando-type

figttfe who's on an asteroid under
" jge. heavy artillery fire, radioing

for hHp and gets killed

immediately," she says. "So it's a

very brief appearance."

Anita's involvement is for only

one day's filming on Red Dwarf

VI, but even in that time the

enthusiasm among the people

around her is rubbing off. "I don't

really watch much television, so I

only know about it (Red Dwarf]

from what other people tell me,"

she admits. "I've only seen tiny

snatches of it, but I think I could

possibly become a huge fan

because everybody loves it so

much, it's really caught people's

imagination."

Although the part is quite

different to her well-known role

in Eastenders. it isn't really a

departure from other things she

has done. "I've been in the

business 20 years, so I've done

loads of different things. I think

filming when the rate of

production was still quite slow as

people were settling in. She

arrived in the morning to get

changed into her costume and

make-up, but didn't make her

appearance in front of the

camera until after lunch, where

she had to say "just the one line. I

radio for help and almost

immediately that's my demise -

I'm off, I'm dead!"

Anita doesn't seem to mind

waiting around. She appears

happy to meet the rest of

it's just that when you do

something that is done for such a

long time - 1 was in it for three

and a quarter years - and, also

very similar to Red Dwarf, it

catches the imagination to a wide

extent, then that becomes the

thing they know you for. I mean,

I've done lots of other guest

appearances in other TV shows

recently, so probably people don't

even know it's me," she laughs.

Anita joined the Red Dwarf VI

team on only the fourth day of

the crew and to chat to Clare

Grogan, who also wasn't due in

front of the camera until after

lunch. "It's a wonderful feeling

around here," says Anita. "Just

putting the costume on today and

getting ready I've been as high as

a kite. It's terrific fun. Everyone

looks great, they're really into the

programme and you just feel like

you're part of the family. It's

lovely."

JANE KILUCK



ENTERTAINMENT
AUCTION REPORT
Thursday 2nd October, 1993. An

ordinary day, an ordinary city, an

extraordinary event.

Every 50 often the BBC props and
costume department has a clear out

and their unwanted items are taken
to Bonhams of London. Here they

are sold, by way of auction, to the

public. This October saw a multitude

of Red Dwarf items go under the

hammer. _.

The grand hall

you might expect such

events to take place in

was actually a distinctly

plain upstairs room with

as many chairs as

possible squeezed into it, 1

overflowing with people '

who had either vast

bottomless cheque books.

Arriving early gave you
a chance to suss out the

competition as a large

number of the attending smeggies

were wearing highly conspicuous

Network Mail Order T-shirts.

However, arriving early proved to

have big disadvantages, too. The
first Red Dwarf lot was number 428
and wasn't announced until a good

two and a half hours into the event.

There is only so long you can remain
interested in watching an auctioneer
apparently watching an invisible

tennis match and reeling off

numbers: "35... 40... 45... do I hear

£50 for the Blackadder script? 50...

55. ,,
" Zzzzzzzzz...

Simply being there was an
education in itself, though. For

instance, did you know
that the 'plaster casts' in

Thanks For The Memory
were actually

Wellington boots

[ covered in foam
ubber? Or did you
imagine that the

panels that made up
the Alien 3 set would
be ridiculously flimsy

and look pathetic

lighting?

It soon became
clear that somebody really ought to

go around to the people at Bonhams
armed with the necessary videos,

books and T-shirts to give them a
Red Dwarf education. Their

catalogue was riddled with errors,

such as spelling Quarantine as

'Quarrentine' and claiming David

Ross played Kryten in

it. Even sillier was the

claim that Rimmer is

played by Charles

Barrie. You really felt

they were taking the

smeg. though, when
the auctioneer held up
the Polymorph script

and asked how much
we'd bid for this

Blake's Seven item!

Somebody trying to

ended up accidentally

putting in a bid.

One thing to

beware of was the

price you were bidding

for items. The hammer
price (the number of

pounds you agreed to

part with, in other

words) was subject to

additional commission

and VAT which was
worked out as a

percentage and
therefore got bigger

as the bids increased. My accepted

bid of £50 for the Nova 5 tunics,

therefore, became an actual price of

more like £GS. The prices listed above

>er price, £110

IT bid for some
't you wish you

OF COMEDY!

Fans of Red Dwarf — and of Craig Charles in particular — will be
delighted to know that THE CRAIG CHARLES ALMANAC OF
TOTAL KNOWLEDGE is in the shops bow! \'~ "

seem to have been put back to 1994 and beyond, good c

business with publishers Boxtree to ensure that you've got something to s|

Christmas money on this year! And if you have any trouble finding it in thi

you can send off for the book by using the coupon on this page.

But that's not all! We have five very special copies of THE CRAIG CHARLES
ALMANAC OF TOTAL. KNOWLEDGE - all signed by the n
readers who can tell us the name o'

"

i year. Just put your answer on
'

t to:

Craig's Book Bonan
Red Dwarf Smegazi...

Heetway Editions

25-31 Tavistock Place

I

Please send me copy(ies) of The Craig Charles Almanac of Total Knowledge
I at £6.99 + £1.50 postage and packing (£6 p & p for overseas readers).

enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Boxtree Ltd for £

j
Name

' Address

SEND TO: Boxtree Ltd, 2nd Floor, Broadwall House, 21 Broadwall, London SE1 9PL
Please allow 28 days for delivery.











NEWS FROM THE

©fflffil
with Adrian Rigelsford

DS9TIME...
The Second Season of Star Trek:

Deep Space Nine has started

transmission in the USA, with an
epic three part story revolving

around the Cardassians' attempts

to recapture the space station,

which they ruled prior to the

arrival of Commander Sisko and
Co The Homecoming, The Circle

and The Siege represent the first

time that an ongoing storyline of

such length has been broadcast in

Star Trek's entire history, and the

producers are not ruling out the

possibility of a second three part

tale being filmed before the end of

the season.

Episode four. Invasive Procedures,

deals with a Trill holding the crew

of the station hostage, demanding
that Dax allows him to be the host

of her symbiont. Symbionts are

slug-like creatures that use the

bodies of Trills as hosts, living

within them for the duration of

their natural life-spans, after which

they are surgically transfered to

another host-body, giving them
potential lifespans of thousands of

years. If Dax's symbiont is removed
she will die...

The title of episode five speaks for

itself i Cardassians. The plot

reveals more facts about the race,

following up plot points raised in

the opening three episodes.

Episode six, Melora, is followed by

the first episode of the run

focussing on Quark, DSS's Ferengi

barman. Rules of Acquisition The

relationship between Quark and
the station's security chief, Odo -

n this 15 Of

i the Constable always trying to

h the Ferengi commiting
il acts, but always being

T*re to bail him out when he gets

—to trouble - proved to be one of

~e —«t popular elements of

'I« ffci

Ep-soo* eigrt. Necessary Evil,

pron MSH hi " ; 3 ;a'-*r kind of

storyline to the series, as the
producers start to furfil their

promise to bring heavier science

fiction orientated plots to the
series. Apparently there are plans

tnsport, having originated from a

low-gravity planet. When DS9 was
being planned, the original idea

was for the station's science officer

to be 'disabled' in this way. If

successful, the character might

become a regular cast member.

THE RETURN OF THE SEVEN
Prepare for another blast from the

past, as the list of vintage sci-fi

repeats on television continues to

grow. Following the successful

relaunches of Thunderbirds,

Stingray, Captain Scarlet, etc.

BBC3 are set to start a re-run of all

four series of Blake's Seven, with a

start date as early as February

1994, some sixteen years after the

programme made its debut.

Satellite channel UK Gold were due
to start showing the series this

Autumn, but had to postpone it

indefinitely due to the repeats on

terrestrial TV. Blake's Seven ran

for 4 x thirteen episode series

between 1978 and 1981 and,

unlike a large majority of fantasy

shows, it does come to a definite

end in the apocalyptic final

episode, Blake. The entire run is

available on BBC Video, whose
proposed documentary, The

Making ofBlakes Seven, was
recently postponed due to

contractual problems, even though

a large amount of interview

footage had already been shot for

it featuring interviews with both

the

ANDERSON IS GO!
With Terrahawks and the Dick

Spanner animation series behind

telefantasy, Gerry Anderson is set

to make a comeback, with a whole

slate of productions lined up for

the next few years. The revival of

Thunderbirds and his other vintage

puppet shows from the!960s have

boosted investors' confidence and
money has come flooding in,

enabling Anderson to start work
on his long awaited series. Space

Police. A pilot for the show was
shot several years ago, but has

been gathering dust until now.
Titles for other projects include the

near completed animated series

6PI. Lavender Castle, Astrobots

and a live-action series to be
known as Apeman. For years now,

there's been speculation that live-

action movies will be made of

Thunderbirds and Captain Scarlet,

with some film industry

newspapers even going so far as to

predict casting suggestions for the

humanoid versions of the

characters. It now seems possible

that both shows might be revived,

with Gerry Anderson Productions

utilising the state-of-the-art effects

technology currently available to

bring them bang up-to-date with

the standards of the 1990s

competition. With Scarlet currently

a ratings success on BBC2, it seems
that the next on the list for a

repeat run is Joe 90, with Space
1999 a distinct possibility after

that.

LET'S JAUNT!
After a successful revival last year,

a further ten episodes of The

Tomorrow People has recently

completed production, comprising

two separate five part adventures.

A new writing team has been
drafted in, with Lee Pressman and
Grant Cathro having previously

worked on the highly acclaimed

childrens' sci-fi comedy, Mike and
Angelo. Kristian Schmid, Christian

Tessier and Adam Pearce return as

the said tomorrow-type persons,

with a new east member joining

the team in the shape of Naomie

Guest stars lined up include Jean

Marsh (former arch-villain from

Doctor Who, and such films as

Willow and Return To Oz). Connie

Sooth (Polly in Fawlty Towers) and

Peggy Mount. With 68 episodes of

the original 1970s Tomorrow
People surviving in the Thames
Television vaults, someone
somewhere is bound to rerun them
soon or release them on video

tape. The problem is, the latter

stories in its eight series run looked

a bit, well... It would be kind to say

cheap. Nevertheless, the nostalgia

factor is extreme,

NEWSROUND
After an apparent threat to rest

the character for good, in today's

politically correct environment, it

seems that Alf Garnett may well

live again, with a further series of

In Sickness and in Health set to

inflame the sensibilities of the
moral majority once again early

next year...

Knowing Me, Knowing You, the

popular chat-show-from-hell series

on Radio Four, featuring Steve

Coogan's monstrous creation, Alan

Partridge, is set to follow Whose
line is it Anyway?. The Mary
Whitehouse Experience, etc, and
make the trip over to television.

Anybody unfamiliar with the

character is in for a shock...

After Batman - the Animated

Series comes Batman - the

Animated Movie) With a subtitle

of Mask of the Phantasm, which

may be shortened to just

Phantasm, the story - which

features a rosta of familiar villians,

with the Joker as the main foe -

promises to delve into the 'psyche'

of theCaped Crusader...

Latest former TV heroes to be

added to the ever-increasing list

making the transition to the big

screen include The Flying Nun and
Casper, The Friendly Ghost. I kid

you not. Rumours abound that The

Funky Phantom will be joining the

list shortly. Anyone remember
that? And who supplied the

Phantom's voice? I'll tell you next

month, but don't write - it's just for

WHO HITS THIRTY!
With the Children In Need mini-

adventure, The Dimensions of

Time, the repeat run of the Tom
Baker story, The Seeds of Doom,
the documentary celebrating the

Doctor's 'birthday' and UK Gold's

planned mega-screenings, it's

difficult to miss the fact that

Doctor Who hit its 30th

Anniversary on November 23rd, So,

to celebrate right here and now,

we've got a bumper giveaway for

There'll be just one lucky winner,

who will receive the latest BBC
Video releases. Resurrection of the

Daleks with Peter Davison and The

Two Doctors with Colin Baker and

Patrick Troughton, the latest Audio

Collection releases, The Paradise of

Death with Jon Pertwee and Fury

From the Deep with Patrick

Troughton, and a copy of the 25th

Anniversary book. Doctor Who -

Twenty Five Glorious Years by

Peter Haining, which has been
autographed by Jon Pertwee, Peter

Davison, Colin Baker, Sylvester

McCoy and even the Brigadier

himself, Nicholas Courtney.

All you have to do is name all the

actors who have played the good
Doctor on television and film (note

that last bit!) Send your answers on

a postcard, with your name and
address, to WHO GIVEAWAY at the

usual Smegazine address.
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DANNY JOHN-JULES
One Thursday morning in April; an
unseasonably bright sun pierced through
the clouds as we met Danny John-Jules in

the reception area of BBC Radio's

Broadcasting House. Danny was there to

record a radio advert with the Red Dwarf
cast, apparently for the television licence

fee. "What happened," he told us, "was
that the BBC wrote the script and then
offered the project to Red Dwarf, but Rob
and Doug kindly said - well, they didn't use

kind words - but they said it wasn't very

good. So then they agreed that Rob and
Doug would write the script."

Unfortunatley, due to a mix-up at the
Beeb, the recording session had to be
cancelled, so it was back out to the car and
straight home again, with only a brief

pause as Danny recognised Paulette

Williams, lead singer with dance group
The Positive Gang, and stopped for a chat.

As Danny battled through mid morning
traffic, we asked about Red Dwarf VI.

"The guys were pleased, everyone got lots

of thumbs up - and the Cat came out very

well this year," Danny assured us. "He's

more involved now, his part's grown a bit

and he's got a few of his smell features

back in again." The Cat's enhanced sense
of smell, not overly used in the past, has
certainly made a comeback in the new
series. "Obviously, with the character

evolving through the writers, things do
tend to be left out - not consciously, but

just through the evolution of the character.

Other things come up, better sets, new
characters, and obviously the whole
outlook changes. Kryten started taking a

lot of the exposition, so his character was
then built up, and they obviously found it

very easy to write Kryten into a much
bigger part. It's much more difficult to

write the Cat a bigger part because he's a

much more complex and unusual
character."

How though, the Cat's abilities have
r-ee" intensified; he can even sniff things
: .* t*"*e>ogh the void of space.

Cc"%seoventry, as a more useful crew
rremoer than before, he often finds

himself at the forefront of the action. With
all this going on. we wondered if he still

had time to be shallow and fashion

conscious?

"He is, but he hasn't got as many
costume changes as he used to have. He's

got sort of a oasic costume, which is a black

PVC dungaree type all-in-one suit, with a

shiny PVC top. Then the accessories and the

jackets change, rather than the whole

costume." The new costume is retained

throughout the series, presumably because
of the change of location from 'Red Dwarf'

itself to the much smaller 'Starbug'.

"There's not as much choice, because
obviously he's limited in what materials

there are to recycle - the Cat designs his

own stuff out of whatever he can find on
Red Dwarf, and being on Starbug, there's

less choice for him. Maybe he would have
said something like 'this looks like a ten

change of jacket trip' and then those ten

changes of jacket have had to last the

whole series, or however long they're

looking for Red Dwarf," Danny does

sometimes miss the chance to dress up
quite as extravagantly as he used to. "The
fans went for it as well, you know. They
used to like seeing him come out in various

changes of costume in the studio. The
wilder the costume was, the wilder the

audience were when they saw it."

By this time, we had arrived at the

Notting Hill house which Danny shares with

his brother and sister. He was greeted by a

pile of telephone messages - obviously he
was very much in demand during his

absence! "What's the betting they want
me in this afternoon?" Danny asked, as he

dialled the number for Essential Music,



"...as soon as you
meet a fan, you
know you've got

something special.

who write the score for 'Maid Marian and

her Merry Men'. He was right.

After a brief distraction from Danny's

car alarm ("It's really playing up at the

moment!"), we asked about the pressures

involved in recording Red Dwarf VI. With

Rob Grant and Doug Naylor now producing

the show, and with their multitude of

commitments to other projects, the scripts

for the new episode were often delivered

late. "We literally had the full script the

day before, and with the kind of words
that are used in the series and the amount
of words, it was impossible just to learn it."

This made for problems, especially since the

shows were recorded live in front of a

studio audience. "Having the odd cock-up

is all right, but having everybody cocking

up regularly in one evening would not do
good for the audience's patience, they'd be

sitting there
fidgeting and then

you've lost them!"

To overcome this

difficulty, the cast

had to make use - for

the first time in six

series - of an
autocue. Did Danny
find that a problem?
"Yeah, I found it harder because I've never

done it before. I mean, I used autocue

when I did things like Jackanory, but with

Red Dwarf, because you have to look away
from it it tends to break the natural look

of the piece. If you're not careful, it can

look like you're reading idiot boards, which

is a bit American - you see those awful

American shows where they're reading big

boards and it doesn't look too hot! For me
anyway, personally, it was a distraction, but

there was nothing we could do about it, it

was that or nothing basically."

Red Dwarf VI is quite a different

programme to its predecessors. Did Danny
think the changes had improved it? "I

don't think it improved or got worse." Did

the absence of Holly help boost the Cat's

role? "Well, the kind of lines Holly used to

do wouldn't really have suited the Cat;

Kryten would have got most of those. It did

give more space, but then again, there

were four characters before, i.e. Holly,

Rimmer, Lister and Cat, and my part was
still smaller then. I don't know quite how it

worked out, I think a little bit went
everywhere really, it got more evenly

spread out between the main characters."

Rob and Doug had also made a point this

year of giving the Cat more to do;

although this pleased Danny, he stressed

that it wasn't at his insistence. "I could

have gone up to them every day and said

'Hey man, how about boosting my part a

bit?' You do, don't you, if someone's

nagging you! But 1 didn't do that, I let it

happen naturally."

At that point, the car alarm once again

interrupted. When Danny returned from
seeing to that, we found the conversation

turning towards his original audition for

Red Dwarf. Danny confirmed what Rob and

Doug had once told us (back in Volume 1,

No.6); that he made his mark from the start

by turning up in character. "I used the

description that they had in the script. It

said 'black guy appears, sharp suit...' and
obviously, this guy was cleaner than clean.

So I went to the audition in a suit, and the

suit I wore was what they copied the pink

suit from - if you can imagine the Cat's pink

suit (used extensively in Series 1), I went to

the audition in the same suit, only in

black."

"That's why the pink suit looked like it

did, because it was an identical copy from

mine, only they did it in salmon pink. The

salmon pink came from another flash

character I played, in a musical that used all

Squeeze music. Then with the James Brown
movements and then the face, Richard

Pryor..." Danny demonstrated the two at

this point, though unfortunately, his

actions do not transcribe well onto paper...

"Then the hair was my own hair, you know
the bouffant, the Little Richard look. If I

hadn't had long hair then..." Danny's hair

now is cropped much closer, necessitating

the use of a wig
during recording.

Between series, he

also sports the

bearded look he

needs for his role in

Maid Marian. "And
that's the Cat! That's

why, at the end of

the day, when I look

at the Cat, I can feel very chuffed about it,

because it was moulded from a lot of

influences and different periods of me as a

person."

"I knew the show, I proved that when I

walked into that audition and by the time I

read the script, I knew what they wanted.

And I did it in an American accent - it

wasn't written as an American part, don't

forget. I did it in an American accent

because when I read the script, it just didn't

work in an English accent."

Danny realised at this point that, having

filled the kettle, he'd forgotten to turn it

on. He attended to that, then set about

fixing himself a drink. Danny's morning

tipple - "Another little secret you've

sussed me on!" -is a mixed fruit juice

made up of one banana, one apple and

two oranges. "It sounds like Kryten that

thing," he told us, indicating his

liquidiser. "You wait 'til you hear it, it's

his groinal socket in full flow!"

As the 'groinal socket' went noisily

into action, we asked about last year's

rumours that Danny might not sign a

contract for the latest series. These,

however, he quickly dismissed. "That's

showbiz negotiations! It wasn't

because they were sick of me or I

was sick of them, it just happens all

the time. Believe me, every job you

do, you're going to get to the

situation where one of you has got

to say 'Take it or leave it!' I

mean really, it happens a

lot, it's not unusual. You
read about it in the papers

all the time - so-and-so

asks for too much money,

or he says 'I've had
enough of this, I want to

go on and become a star,'

and then you never hear of

him again. There's lots of

things you've got to think

about." So there's no
possibility that Danny might

be getting bored with the rote? "You can't

really get bored with it," he answers,

"because as soon as you meet a fan, you
know you've got something special."

Danny seems to have been meeting the

fans quite often recently; at the end of

March, he attended his first convention,

the Trek Dwarf con in Leicester. "First of

all, I was just going to go there and do

autographs and little question/answer

sessions, but I ended up getting drawn
totally into the auctioning and eveything.

"I went there straight from the last

night party for Red Dwarf and, of course, I

was shattered. I got to Leicester at 6 in the

morning, got to bed about 6.30, then I was

up at 12 to start the day. It was good fun

though, I mean it was incredible what

those people buy, the money they spend

on things! " Danny cited one particular

auction piece - Colin Howard's engraved

glass copy of the cover to RDS 5, which

went for a massive £110. "Unbelievable! I

was gagging! And the actual picture went

for..." But alas, we never got to find out.

At that moment, the car alarm sprang into

action, and Danny had to leave us once

again.

After that, it was time to go our

separate ways. We had an appointment

elsewhere and Danny was heading down
to the gym for a spot of exercise. He
promised to pick us up later, to discuss

amongst other things the ill-fated Red

Dwarf USA and the return of Duane
Dibbley. Unfortunately, by a cruel and
improbable twist of fate, we arranged to

meet at a pub that didn't actually exist.

Find out how we got out of this

cliffhanging situation in next month's

soaraway Smegazine!

STEVE LYONS
AND CHRIS
HOWARTH



NEXT MONTH IN 'HE SMEG...

CRAIG CHARL
Meet the new
non-drinking,

sleeker, not-
I

slobby-at-all

Craig Charles, as

he talks about
Red Dwarf VI, his

*

new book, his

venture into Acid-

Jazzand lots, lots more!

Plus, there's Life after

Dwarf with Hattie

Hayridge, the

pavement-crunching

conclusion to Jake

Bullet, the return of

Spare Head 3 and more
exclusive peeks

behind-the scenes on
your favourite TV

show.

It's all in our
bumper-sized
fun-packed

festive issue, on
sale December 30th...

DON'T MISS IT!
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